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About This Game

In Delicious - Emily's New Beginning, Emily's lovely little family welcomes its newest member! After the birth of their
daughter, Emily and Patrick have to pick up daily life. Although there are lots of loving moments to cherish, local rivalry and

the combination of work and parenthood are challenging. Will Emily's Place be a success again? Find out now and play
Delicious - Emily's New Beginning!

Currently Mac version only available in English.
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This game is hot♥♥♥♥♥br>. This games manages to marry my tech career and my love or all things horror. The environment's
high effect but relavitely low poly architecture give this game a wonderful, surrealistic feel. Rather than seeming cheap, Master
Reboot's implementation comes across as elegant.

There is not any pew-pew in this game. It's all exploration and puzzle solving. The puzzles are varied and never repetative. If
there is a con, sometimes the puzzles are unclear or a required object may be far too elusive.

The biggest disappointment about this game is its brevity. Wales Interactive estimates it has about 8 hours of play. I completed it
in just 4. There are still achivements to be completed of course, but these are no substitute for actual content.

Despite this, I wholeheartedly recommend this game, just not to everyone. I reccomend it for those who have patience and are
unafraid of considering their own mortality. The game touches on some deep themes to go along with the puzzle solving.

This game left me joyfully wanting to see more. And along came Soul Axiom.... It Lurks Below is an amazing game, and you
should buy it.

One man dev team, Diablo-like progression and gearing, Starbound aesthetic ... shall I continue? David Brevik has accomplished
something amazing with ILB. There's no shortage of charm or love in this game because he has built it from the ground up --
that includes teaching himself pixel art. I even had the privilege to talk with Mr. Brevik about some behind-the-scenes stuff that
made me appreciate the final product even more.

Just started a new mancer toon, and I'm still having a blast. Please support good games and buy this thing!. No Traning and no
way to understand how play. A big Waste.. This gmae is fun and all, but I have had my fun with it after an hour, its too hard to
kill 1500 mobs, and the tradign cards are broken, so I refundedthe game and bought trading cards from it as I beileve I deserve
them.
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I wanted so much to like this game, I really did. I love the artist, I fell in love with their style when I first played \u201cThe
Reject Demon: Toko\u201d. But unfortunately, The Stargazers has a few issues that cannot be ignored.

The art style surely is great, no complains here. My favorite character is Vii, she seems so soft. I wish I could hug her and just
sleep in her arms. All the other characters are nice as well, and I found interesting the fact that you can read the story through
the eyes of the three main characters. Also, the song that plays in the title menu is really addicting! I kinda wish that this game
had a soundtrack available.

Speaking of BGM, that\u2019s one of the main issues here. The game lacks that most of time. Sometimes there\u2019s a track
or another, but mostly\u2026 There\u2019s nothing. I think that BGM plays an important role in visual novels, and it was a huge
letdown on Stargazers. There\u2019s a few bugs too (images not showing up, when you choose a certain answer the game
breaks, etc), and honestly, the ending was\u2026 Bad. The game suddenly ends, and that\u2019s it. No explanations, nothing. I
understand that developers might add more stuff after some time, but seeing how this visual novel is right now, I can\u2019t
recommend it. It\u2019s really expensive for such little content and for a game to end that abruptly. If this was in early access, I
could understand the problems (and wait for the game to be finished before playing it), but it\u2019s not. It\u2019s sold as a
finished product, and it\u2019s not finished at all.

3\/10. Only get this title when it\u2019s on a good sale and don\u2019t expect much. At least you can enjoy the beautiful
art style.. Game itself is excellent (Can't say same about Crysis 2 tho), but steam version has problem with cd-key not
getting confirmed... Cute little puzzle game where you have to move blocks to solve puzzles. It reminds me of Goof
Troop and other similar games. I hate them. So it's not cute at all. Ok, it IS cute, but it's frustrating at the same time.
End of conversation.

[Rating: 65\/100]. This game is no longer supported by the publisher. Even though I still play this until it crashes often,
it is really not sellable to the public in its current state. If you buy games often then you can scribble with this one, but I
wouldint recommend it.

Whatever you spend on this, assume it will be burned away.

This is a DO NOT BUY at over $5.

DO NOTpurchase under the following circumstances:
You have an MSI video card.
You are running windows 8 or 8.1.. It's a lot like I remember the old Might and Magic or Bard's Tale games from, uh, a
long time ago. The combat is good, with some suprising combos. The story line has good pacing with just enough quests
to keep you moving, but not so many that you've got a lot of loose ends. It's good for a completionist like me. The
artwork is quite good, I really liked the style, though the artist has a penchant for scantily clad evil women.

There's not much dynamic about the world. You don't see creatures moving anywhere, like in Grimrock, you wander
through the dungeons until a random or predetermined battle results.

The bottom line is it was well worth my time and money.. Everything has been said already. Buy it.. Definite
improvement over the version we played during the open beta a few months back.

When compared to the open beta:

+ FPS and progression is better, balance is better (although some hunters will probably have issues against more
coordinated teams), more variety in scavengers, hunters and maps, customization of perks and abilities are better.

- Only one gamemode a.k.a Bloodharvest which means that the game might start feeling monotonous, some abilities
can seem too strong (at least in my opinion), matchmaking can be slow and sometimes you'll be placed in a game only
for it to take 5 minutes to find a 5th scavenger.

As someone who has played DbD, I can say that Deathgarden might be in a better position in terms of balance,
although that could just be because there is not yet a meta way to play.
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For 9,99€, I can recommend the game. The regular price of 14,99€ isn't too steep either and if you have some friends
to play with or you have good aim, you should have no problems getting some fun out of this game.

 Seriously though, some hunters have the worst aim I've ever seen. Like, have you not played an FPS in your entire
life?

. Short (I needed less than an hour to finish), but nice atmosphere and different possibilities to actually die increase the
tension. Puzzles difficulty level is low, but it at least forced me to take some notes on safe codes, frequencies and
especially the plant-mix-puzzle.
I enjoyed this one.. Fun simple game. A few hard levels here and there but overall a nice chill experience that will help
kill 30 minutes to an hour of your night.
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